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Introduction

To state that the Canadian criminal justice system has historically failed to provide adequate measures of justice for Indigenous peoples would be both an understatement and a mischaracterization. Canadian institutions of justice have not merely failed Indigenous peoples but were not designed to protect Indigenous interests to begin with. Designed by and for European newcomers who sought to institute their own legal orders, the justice system has functioned as an integral part of the structure of settler colonialism in Canada. As the institutional relationship between Indigenous, federal, and provincial governments has never been reconfigured in such a way that represents a rupture from these origins, it should come as no surprise that the criminal justice system continues to operate in a way that has not significantly departed from its earliest mandate.

In this article, I contend that the current configuration of the justice system in Canada fails to reflect the breadth of the legal and political relationship between Indigenous peoples and the Crown. This is owing at least in part to the federal government’s inability to take seriously Indigenous understandings of the treaties as affirming the continuity of Indigenous peoples’ legal, political, economic, spiritual, and societal practices. Rather than looking to treaties as historic events, I engage them as active relations that hold the potential to be operationalized in ways both repressive and productive; that is, they can either constrain or broaden the exercise of Indigenous law and governance depending on how they are interpreted and applied. This is a particularly urgent inquiry in the current era of recognition and reconciliation, where Indigenous visions of treaty relationships are continuously expected to find their place within the existing boundaries of Western structures of law and governance despite state commitments to implement them in a more robust form.¹

To demonstrate the potential ways in which treaties can offer the space to inform the reconfiguration of governmental powers relating to justice, I explore Indigenous understandings of the “peace, order and good government” clause in the numbered treaties, arguing that this clause can be understood as symbolizing the continuity of Indigenous authority over justice, among other realms of governance. I argue that Indigenous law-making authority is inherent, was affirmed in treaties, and thus that the unilateral imposition of the western criminal justice system remains a violation of treaty rights. I then offer several qualifications and cautions regarding the potential implications of Indigenous justice systems for Indigenous women. I conclude by exploring some of the ways in which treaty rights have been limited and contained by one-sided understandings of treaties and rigid notions of constitutionalism in Canada.
The “Made-in-Canada” Approach to Law and Order

Scholars have established that the legal and political repression of Indigenous peoples has been central to the establishment and consolidation of colonial governance in a range of contexts. This is certainly true in Canada, where colonial authorities would need to eliminate or at least significantly minimize the legitimacy of Indigenous forms of government in order to stake out claims to power and jurisdiction. Yet, Indigenous political subordination has not remained constant across different periods in history. As many scholars have noted, early relations between Indigenous peoples and settlers can be characterized by a deeper and more mutual respect for legal pluralism. For instance, Lisa Ford illustrates how legal pluralism broke down across British settler states in the second quarter of the nineteenth century as settler sovereignty increasingly became associated with the “exercise of perfect territorial jurisdiction” which required the repression of Indigenous orders of law and governance. Additionally, civilization and assimilation programs imposed less of a fiscal burden than the costs associated with maintaining diplomatic relations with Indigenous peoples. Thus, as McHugh and Ford note, the recognition of Indigenous legal and social systems was gradually replaced by a vision of Canada in which “a minority of ‘civilized’ farming Indians would survive in the midst of a flourishing settler colonial economy.” These evolving dynamics contextualize the shift from Indigenous juridical independence towards legal subjecthood under the authority of Dominion governments.

In the Canadian prairies, the settler state’s early efforts to extend colonial law and jurisdiction over Indigenous peoples were largely carried out by the North West Mounted Police (NWMP). Prior to this, the Hudson’s Bay Company (HBC) operated a “substantial legal system” yet interfered relatively infrequently with Indigenous peoples’ existing legal and political institutions. The NWMP maintained favorable relations with Indigenous peoples early on; however, the North-West rebellion, the negotiation of treaties, and the implementation of the Indian Act dramatically shifted the NWMP’s efforts away from the maintenance of social stability in the prairies and towards the enforcement of policies geared towards Indigenous repression and assimilation.

While the mandate of the NWMP has evolved over time, its primary and perhaps most distinctive function relative to the structure of the Canadian state has been to police western settlement through the application of Canadian law. As Sidney Harring has written, “[a]ny kind of military force could have asserted Canadian sovereignty in the west…. But only a federal police force could bring the Indians and Metis within the reach of Canadian law.” This force required the exercise of extra-ordinary judicial power. Legal scholars describe the early NWMP as “a self-contained legal institution organized on a quasi-military model: Mounties arrested, prosecuted, judged, and jailed offenders under their jurisdiction.” This “made-in-Canada” approach to maintaining law and order, carried out in many regions by the NWMP, regarded the exercise of comprehensive and exclusive state legal authority over Indigenous peoples as integral to the particular form and operation of settler colonialism in Canada. The contours of this approach became increasingly refined as Canadian officials sought to craft new jurisprudence on Indigenous rights that was both distinct from the British Crown and that sought to formally prohibit the exercise of Indigenous legal orders under the Indian Act.

The contemporary configurations of Canadian institutions must be contextualized and understood in light of these origins and their continuities. For they are not merely historical phenomenon but remain woven into the fabric of Canadian legal institutions that have yet to experience any significant reconfigurations of power. Over time, as the rhetoric and ideologies surrounding Canadian nation-building and Indigenous-state relations evolved, many reforms of the criminal justice system were proposed and some implemented, though none altered the reality of Indigenous legal and political subordination in a substantial way. Further, while there has been increased recognition of Aboriginal and treaty
rights in domestic and international law, this recognition has not been accompanied by any structural changes that create space for the exercise of Indigenous law and governance relative to federal and provincial governments. Rather, constitutionally-recognized Aboriginal and treaty rights have largely been interpreted by the Canadian courts in a way that focuses narrowly on the continuity of cultural identity within the existing frame of settler sovereignty.\textsuperscript{13}

Unsurprisingly, multiple inquiries into the interactions between Indigenous peoples and the criminal justice system have found that not only is the mainstream justice system not working for Indigenous peoples, it also continues to be marked by deeply rooted forms of Eurocentrism, imperialism, racism, and sexism.\textsuperscript{14} As survivors of gendered violence and families of women who have gone missing or been murdered have affirmed, the criminal justice system is one of the most significant factors that functions to perpetuate violence against Indigenous women and girls in Canada.\textsuperscript{15} State institutions not only deprive Indigenous people of justice but also operate to mask the frequent and extreme forms of violence that Indigenous people face when interacting with them. As the racist and evolutionary doctrines of civilization that justified Canada’s early Indian policy have been called into question over time, the Crown has committed to offering limited degrees of change to the political relationship with Indigenous peoples, while also further concretizing its own authority and jurisdiction.\textsuperscript{16} Indeed, the settler colonial structure has demonstrated an incredible capacity to reinvent and stabilize itself in the face of Indigenous peoples’ assertions of our humanity, rights, and agency.

As the foundations of mainstream justice systems find their origins in an early colonial context which unapologetically and actively repressed and criminalized Indigenous legal and political systems in the interest of asserting and guarding settler sovereignty, then it is to the foundations of this relationship we must return to address ongoing issues with the system itself. It is necessary to ask: what changes might be devised if we focus our efforts on addressing the underlying relationship of colonial subordination, rather than aiming to treat its contemporary symptoms through piecemeal initiatives? How might Indigenous peoples move towards change beyond reforms to mainstream systems, measures of cultural recognition and sensitivity, the establishment of “alternative” justice systems, and other proposals that continue to be contingent upon federal government funding, priorities, and discretion?\textsuperscript{17} What would it look like if we advocated for a move towards modes of coexistence grounded upon more just terrain, such as those that Indigenous peoples sought to create in negotiating treaties? Here we might return to the ideas of relationship that treaty First Nations consented to in the first place and think about what sort of changes might result from that important starting point.

**Treaties, Jurisdiction, and the Maintenance of Peace and Order**

In creating frameworks of co-existence through treaties, Indigenous peoples agreed to share the land with newcomers yet also sought to ensure the maintenance of good relations, in terms of their own pre-existing relationships and those that had yet to be established with other Indigenous peoples and settler newcomers. The number of treaties were thus intended to ensure the continuity of traditional forms of governance while also creating new relationships that would govern Indigenous and non-Indigenous peoples. This would allow Indigenous peoples to maintain their ways of life and relations with creation while learning about new ways of life, thus permitting the beginning of new livelihoods without having to relinquish existing ones.

Treaties were intended to be renewed and revisited over time in order to ensure good relations into the future. As such, I am of the view that the role of treaty descendants is not just to interpret the meaning of these agreements and then promptly shelve them. Nor is it to acknowledge their spirit and intent yet declare them irrelevant in light of current power asymmetries. Rather, it is to work towards implementing them in ways that have relevance and importance.
today. Treaty-based modes of relating can and should offer important inspiration to inform the ways in which Indigenous peoples might seek to govern our relations with others in contemporary contexts and can offer important inspiration in thinking through the crises of justice that Indigenous peoples continue to face. Yet in doing so, it is vital that all treaty partners remain mindful of the limitations of narrow conceptions of treaty implementation that arise from one-sided, transactional understandings of treaties as representing the surrender of Indigenous land and political authority. Rather, to fully engage with the possibilities that treaties hold today, it is imperative that we foreground Indigenous understandings of treaty relationships and the breadth of rights and obligations that these give rise to.

Each of the numbered treaties contains an iteration of a commitment from Indigenous peoples to maintain “peace and good order between each other, and between Indigenous peoples and newcomers.” Further, the chiefs committed to assist the officers of Her Majesty in bringing to justice and punishment any Indian offending against the stipulations of the treaty, or infringing the laws in force in the country. In reviewing this clause, it is important to bear in mind that Crown assumptions of Indigenous peoples’ subjecthood and the concept of land cession under treaties have now been widely discredited. If we look beyond the written version of treaties, it becomes possible to engage with the potential ways in which the peace and order promise symbolized far more than Eurocentric assumptions of Indigenous peoples’ desire to surrender our ancestral relationships to the land in exchange for the opportunity to become servants of the Queen.

As James Youngblood Henderson observes, the peace and order clause suggests that Chiefs and Headmen “accepted the continuing responsibility to exercise the powers of maintaining peace and good order in the ceded territory and to perform certain governmental and legal duties.” He notes that under English legal traditions, this clause can be understood as acknowledging the authority of Indigenous Chiefs as independent of the imperial Crown or the Dominion of Canada. Indigenous peoples’ authority was not positioned as having been created or granted by the Crown, but as emanating from customary law. As Indigenous governance pre-dated the arrival of newcomers, treaties represented a commitment to direct this authority towards maintaining good relations in agreeing to share the land with them. Henderson’s analysis is useful in elucidating the ways that the peace and order clauses both recognized the authority of the Chiefs to maintain peace and good order and placed limits on the Crown’s authority in accordance with western legal principles. At the same time, there is also enormous meaning that can and should be drawn out from contemplating what this promise represents under Indigenous law. As Borrows writes, Indigenous peoples understood their responsibility to maintain peace and order as a promise made both to the Crown and to the Creator in accordance with sacred law. Thus, the peace and order clauses highlight the need to respect and apply Indigenous law, and not merely Indigenous administration of Canadian law, within contemporary treaty territories.

Further, the canons of treaty construction created by the Canadian courts have also emphasized the importance of looking beyond Eurocentric readings and towards Indigenous understandings in interpreting treaties, among other principles that are intended to direct the courts’ attention beyond the written version of treaties. Looking beyond the written records of Crown negotiators can allow us to recognize that the peace and order promises articulate a commitment to good relations in which both newcomers and Indigenous people would bear responsibilities for maintaining the operation of legal systems into the future. For instance, insights offered by the Federation of Saskatchewan Indian Nations and the Report of the Aboriginal Justice Inquiry of Manitoba indicate that the peace and order clauses affirm the inherent and ongoing jurisdiction of Indigenous peoples vis-à-vis the Canadian state. As treaties have been affirmed in section 35(1) of the Constitution Act, so too have the powers and liberties of Indigenous treaty partners in treaty territories. Yet, despite
theoretical commitments to contemplate Indigenous understandings of treaties in the courts, these are not always followed in practice. Even when they are employed, they do not contemplate the implications of treaty relationship that arise from Indigenous legal orders. Rather, western judicial frames continue to foreclose upon the implementation of a nation-to-nation political relationship under the treaties where authority is not delegated but derived from Indigenous peoples’ moral, political, and spiritual relationships to the land.

When understood as relationship frameworks rather than transactions, treaties can represent a vital source of inspiration for possible changes to the ways in which responsibilities for justice could be divided between Indigenous, federal, and provincial governments, including through the establishment of shared and separate legal systems. This position was articulated by the Royal Commission on Aboriginal peoples, which argued that the recognition and affirmation of existing Aboriginal and treaty rights in section 35(1) gives constitutional scope for Aboriginal self-government in matters relating to the establishment of justice systems. Thus, self-government should not be narrowly envisioned but should also encompass the jurisdiction to establish and maintain Aboriginal justice systems. While the RCAP focused generally on self-government as an Aboriginal right recognized under section 35(1), it also recommended emphasizing the role of treaties in the realization of justice for Indigenous nations, suggesting that “it is vital that the link between governance and treaties be re-established, including the right to institute Aboriginal justice systems.”

It is beyond the parameters of this article to articulate what the establishment of Indigenous justice systems would look like in individual contexts and geographies. Many existing reports and inquiries already offer such insights, and ultimately Indigenous justice systems would be most effective if designed by and in the interest of meeting the needs of those they purport to protect. The focal point here is that under the treaties, Indigenous peoples saw the division of power and retention of governing authority as central to the maintenance of just relations as they agreed to share the land with newcomers. And while the peace and order commitments can offer important grounds upon which to work towards the implementation of self-government under the treaties within contemporary contexts, this proposal should also be accompanied by several cautions that relate to the contemporary political climate.

First, it is important to be mindful that “clause-based analyses” and other efforts aimed at interpreting the substance of specific terms could have the unintended effect of reifying treaties or framing them in a static way by focusing attention on fixed terms rather than the nature of relationships that were entered into and the breadth of possible ways of enacting those relationships. It must be remembered that treaties were never intended to be fixed or locked into a static form but were to represent a framework for relationship that could be revisited and employed by future generations. While it is important to recognize that certain aspects of this relationship, such as the retention of pre-existing ways of life, and respect for legal and political plurality, were intended to be carried on in perpetuity, it is also vital that treaties not be interpreted in overly essentialist or rigid terms, as doing so would betray their purpose. Rather, there is an ongoing need for analyses that both critically deconstruct and purposefully disorient the dominant ways in which treaties have been operationalized in western law and politics in order to cultivate more expansive grounds upon which to understand them.

Second, culturally-grounded measures of law and justice and appeals to treaty-based modes of relating will not, in and of themselves, alleviate issues of patriarchy, misogyny, and heteronormativity that are now commonplace in many Indigenous communities. Owing in large part to the work of Indigenous feminists and Indigenous women, it has become clear over the past few decades that questions relating to Indigenous self-governance cannot be divorced from questions of gendered oppression. Understandably, these concerns have been raised in response to proposals for enhanced governing and lawmak-
ing authority within Indigenous communities, which risk advancing the concentration of male power and privilege within communities. Thus, such dialogues must take seriously the reality that gendered and sexualized hierarchies, forms of discrimination, and violence are significant problems that need to be addressed within any initiatives geared towards the development and advancement of Indigenous justice systems.

At the same time, Indigenous patriarchy and heteronormativity should not be invoked as the rationale for the ongoing legal and political subordination of Indigenous peoples. As Napoleon, Snyder, and Borrows have noted, Indigenous peoples have significant intellectual legal resources for thinking about and challenging gendered violence. Yet, appeals to egalitarian or matriarchal traditions merely cloud our ability to identify and bring forth these resources. As the above authors observe, “[t]here was gendered violence in Indigenous societies historically and sometimes it was very significant. The historic accounts of and responses to violence and social issues within and between communities provide Indigenous peoples with legal resources for dealing with similar issues of violence today.”

For far too long, treaty implementation has been positioned in contradistinction to the purportedly “individualist” orientation of Indigenous women’s issues, as if one form of justice precludes realization of the other. Yet, why is it that gender-based violence is rarely, if ever taken up as a treaty issue? Treaties were intended for Indigenous peoples to co-exist well with European newcomers and with other Indigenous peoples. The peace and order commitment is only one element of the treaties that confirm the pre-existing authority of Indigenous peoples to administer and maintain justice. Further, treaties themselves represent but one of many vehicles that could create greater space for Indigenous law-making authority and other dimensions of governance relative to federal and provincial governments. With this in mind, the next section turns to some of the limitations of the ways in which treaties have been taken up in constitutional law and politics, in an effort to elucidate how the Constitution often operates for Indigenous peoples as a form of containment rather than a catalyst for change.

Constituting (In)justice under Section 35(1)

The Canadian Constitution has historically played a paradoxical role relative to the advancement of Indigenous peoples’ political aspirations. On the one hand, Indigenous peoples have at times sought to influence constitutional politics to ensure the continuity and protections of our rights in the face of government efforts to eliminate them. On the other hand, we have in many
contexts sought to resist the constitutional recognition of our rights in order to preserve and protect our own authority and nationhood as distinct from Crown orders of government.\textsuperscript{32} This latter position flows from the simple fact that Indigenous peoples’ ability to govern ourselves, engage in nation-building, and maintain sustainable and generative relations with our ancestral lands and waterways pre-exists contact with newcomers and is not contingent upon constitutional recognition.

From the 1970s – 1990s, many Indigenous peoples participated heavily in efforts geared towards constitutional change, perhaps representing some of the most prominent and influential constitutional actors at the time.\textsuperscript{33} Decades later, Indigenous peoples now have the benefit of hindsight and can assess the potential of constitutional politics in light of the existing record. This allows us to engage with the theoretical possibilities for change that the Constitution might offer, while also being mindful of the ways in which the Constitution has frequently been invoked in practice to contain the possibilities for substantial change to the configuration of the relationship between Indigenous, federal, and provincial governments.

While section 35(1) has offered varying degrees of protection for select Aboriginal and treaty rights, it has also failed in many contexts to bring about the level of structural change desired by Indigenous peoples. This is not to say that section 35(1) could not be read up and interpreted in a way that results in broader affirmations of Indigenous governance, or that offers stronger degrees of protection for Indigenous rights. Such an approach would accord more closely with Indigenous understandings of treaty constitutionalism.\textsuperscript{34} Yet, as Borrows has argued, while Canada generally adopts a “living tree” tradition of constitutional interpretation, this approach is interrupted by “originalist” tendencies in constitutional interpretations of Aboriginal and treaty rights, which freezes them in the past and limits the potential for their evolution. Indeed, the “interpretive inconsistency” he observes with respect to Canada’s Constitution has been evident since the entrenchment of Aboriginal and treaty rights within section 35(1) of the Constitution.\textsuperscript{35}

When attempts were made to negotiate federal and provincial recognition of a right to Indigenous self-government in the years following patriation, the first ministers and premiers relentlessly deferred to the constitutional division of powers to guard against the possibility that Indigenous self-government would involve any reallocation of resources or land. While the federal government claimed to acknowledge the “inherent right to self-government” as a section 35(1) right under the 1995 Inherent Rights Policy (IRP), the IRP engaged self-government as anything but inherent; self-government was treated as delegated, contingent, and restricted in breadth and depth.\textsuperscript{36} Further, under the IRP, self-government was located “within the framework of the Canadian Constitution” as a measure that must be negotiated in such a way that would ensure a “harmonious relationship” with “federal and provincial laws.”\textsuperscript{37} To exercise self-government, participating communities had to consent to their ongoing political subordination within the settler colonial structure. Employed in this way, the Constitution functioned to guard against the sharing of powers and jurisdiction between federal, provincial, and Indigenous governments.\textsuperscript{38}

The continuity of Indigenous law and governance should not be interpreted as a right to self-government in a delegated, subordinate, and contingent form. Indigenous systems of governance pre-date the negotiation of treaties, finding their foundation in Indigenous peoples’ legal traditions and not in the Constitution. While some might regard the recognition of existing treaty rights under section 35(1) as offering a measure of protection and respect for the pre-existing rights of Indigenous peoples, the criteria that the courts have developed to identify an Aboriginal or treaty right drastically narrows the dimensions of treaty relationships that are able to receive Constitutional protection under section 35(1). The courts have interpreted section 35(1) as providing protection for those aspects of pre-contact life that were integral to the distinctive culture of an Indigenous group.\textsuperscript{39} Even
if one ascribes to this narrow interpretation of Indigenous rights, do the laws and governance that a community has lived by for centuries not encompass formative and instrumental parts of what makes us who we are and how we live? Unfortunately, the capacity for Indigenous peoples to exercise our own laws in local matters continues to be restricted by federal, and increasingly provincial, jurisdiction. At the same time, the Constitution is selectively invoked to guard against any structural change to this configuration of power.

While the courts have not demonstrated a willingness to revisit existing constitutional arrangements in such a way that would be required to make space for Indigenous governance, they have revisited the constitutional division of powers in allowing the provinces to assume many of the federal government’s responsibilities towards Indigenous peoples. For instance, in Grassy Narrows First Nation v Ontario (Natural Resources), the Court acknowledged the unique constitutional relationship established with Indigenous peoples and the Crown under treaties, but adopted a “doctrine of constitutional evolution” that would allow the provinces to take up many of the Crown’s responsibilities towards Indigenous peoples. To be clear, many Indigenous treaty partners contest the federal government’s delegation of power to the provinces in areas that impact Indigenous peoples. This is not to say that the treaty relationship is static or immutable, it is certainly intended to change and transform over time. Yet in the absence of Indigenous consent, the jurisdictional powers of the provinces remain a violation of treaties in the eyes of many Indigenous peoples. Whether treaties are understood as agreements to enter into a relationship with one another or to resist incorporation within settler colonial states, both of these understandings recognize that treaties represent political frameworks that affirm Indigenous peoples’ nationhood.

Finally, consider the Canadian federal government’s rationale for its longstanding opposition to the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples (UNDRIP). For many years, Canada withheld its support for the UNDRIP on the grounds that it was unconstitutional, and when the federal government did adopt it, they stated that implementation would only occur within the confines of Canada’s Constitution. Yet, the drive to domesticate the UNDRIP within the structure of the Constitution functions to minimize the potential transformations that would arise from a robust reading and application. With all this in mind, it becomes apparent how the sanctity of existing constitutional arrangements can be invoked selectively to pre-empt Indigenous claims to jurisdiction, and so maintain both federal and provincial powers and the legal and political subordination of Indigenous peoples.

When Indigenous peoples propose revisiting what we understand to be the unjust configurations of power in Canada, we have seen that time and time again these suggestions are rejected as unconstitutional. But what of the continued infringement of the forms of treaty constitutionalism upon which Indigenous peoples agreed to share the land? As Jim Tully writes, the negotiation of treaties established conventions of treaty constitutionalism such as consent and mutual dialogue which require that new forms of consent be obtained to affect fundamental changes in the relationship. Whether treaties are understood as agreements to enter into a relationship with one another or to resist incorporation within settler colonial states, both of these understandings recognize that treaties represent political frameworks that affirm Indigenous peoples’ nationhood.

Although the Canadian courts have acknowledged the continuity of pre-existing Aboriginal and treaty rights under section 35(1), these efforts have increasingly focused on the continuity of cultural identity rather than the continuity of Indigenous peoples’ customary law. As Mark Walters observes, in aiming to articulate a modern theory of Aboriginal and treaty rights, the courts have departed from the principle of continuity that informed historical understandings of common law Aboriginal rights. Historical common law principles included respect for the “separation of powers, rule of law, and fairness” which recognized local, customary laws, but was
“not primarily concerned with preserving distinctive cultures.” While they have sought to bring forward common law doctrines such as the principle of continuity along with the entrenchment of section 35(1), the courts have developed new doctrines of Aboriginal rights that have distorted the purpose of the principle of continuity. Importantly, Walters prompts reflection beyond the Court's culturalist criteria, and towards the consequent exclusions:

What happens to the unselected common law Aboriginal rights after 1982? Since it would be contrary to the general spirit behind the entrenchment of Aboriginal rights in 1982 to conclude that section 35(1) extinguished certain common law Aboriginal rights, it must be concluded that there remains a set of non-constitutional Aboriginal rights at common law…. First Nations in Canada should therefore consider… where it is worth arguing that non-integral and/or post-contact customary laws (if unextinguished) still have common law status outside the protective boundaries of section 35(1).

In raising this question, Walters points to possible ways of thinking about Aboriginal and treaty rights that are not confined by the contours of Canadian constitutionalism, but that may exist outside of it. Alternatively, a broader reading of the Constitution could flow from an approach that looks beyond the question of which Aboriginal and treaty rights are protected under section 35(1) and interrogates the associated limits that they place upon federal and provincial authority. As Bruce Wildsmith argues, since treaty Indians “have not consented to the intrusion of non-aboriginal criminal law and criminal courts on their internal affairs… the imposition of non-aboriginal definitions of crimes and the imposition of non-aboriginal criminal processes and courts does infringe the existing treaty rights of treaty Indians and so prima facie infringes section 35(1) of the Constitution Act, 1982.” Further, Wildsmith notes that such an infringement would not be “justifiable” under the Court's own criteria as Indigenous peoples did not consent to the imposition of non-Aboriginal law, nor is there any evidence that the imposition of the non-Aboriginal justice system is least impairing of rights. Thus, he proposes that a possible remedy to the current infringement of treaty relationships may involve a withdrawal of federal jurisdiction over Indigenous peoples in areas of governance that Indigenous peoples retained or re-affirmed through the negotiation of treaties.

As the above review illustrates, there are many ways to revisit and think beyond the Canadian Constitution to create space for more robust understandings of Indigenous governance as affirmed in treaties. Perhaps thinking beyond the forms of confinement imposed by section 35(1), for some, will simply involve living in accordance with treaty relationships as Indigenous peoples understand them, regardless of whether they enjoy constitutional recognition. For others, it might mean continually working towards making space for Indigenous orders of governance by calling for greater appreciation and respect for Indigenous laws, and for the continuity of Indigenous law-making authority under the treaties. Yet for others it may involve working to affect a shift towards the forms of treaty constitutionalism that many Indigenous peoples envisioned in negotiating treaties.

The point of this section is not to prescribe and assess the merits of every possible way of activating a broader interpretation of treaties; rather it is to demonstrate how selective and strategic interpretations of the Constitution have continually operated to place parameters around the exercise of Indigenous governance. The proper foundations, function, and exercise of Indigenous law has been suppressed in many ways through these constitutional confinements. Treaties, then, continue to play an integral role in evolving colonial logics of dispossession, finding state recognition through forms of implementation that are to occur in harmony with its existing division of jurisdiction and resources. In the process, the focus of treaty politics has continually and strategically been diverted away from outstanding questions of land theft and the legal and political subordination of Indigenous treaty partners. Hopefully, awareness of these current constitutional confinements can help treaty partners envision possibilities for new approaches to justice, be it through the renewal and reconfigu-
ration of past governing arrangements in contemporary contexts, or by moving towards ways of life that have yet to be detailed.

Conclusion
To date, Indigenous efforts geared towards implementing shared governing and law-making authority under the numbered treaties have repeatedly come up against constitutional barriers that uphold Canada’s existing configurations of power, presuming the legitimacy of Crown sovereignty but also the legitimacy of powers that have increasingly been delegated to the provinces. Far from an add-and-stir approach, which would involve the reform of mainstream justice institutions or the delegation of Indigenous authority to administer programs that continue to be controlled by federal and provincial governments, this article has called for deconstruction of the foundational structure of settler colonialism in Canada. It has argued that this structure must be revisited to address the ongoing legal and political subordination of Indigenous peoples in general, and in the realm of justice in particular. It has sought to demonstrate that Indigenous understandings of the peace and order promises in the treaties represent one of many possible sources of inspiration for a shift in the current division of authority and jurisdiction relating to the justice system. Finally, it has interrogated the Crown and the Court’s narrow understanding of section 35(1), demonstrating how the Constitution is invoked and interpreted selectively and inconsistently to delimit Aboriginal and treaty rights while guarding the current configurations of settler colonialism in Canada. In light of all of this, it has been suggested that arrangements that would currently be “unconstitutional” are precisely what Indigenous peoples should strive towards as we imagine new approaches to justice.
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